The ASCI Grid Services (initially called Distributed Resource Management) project was started under DisCom² when distant and distributed computing was identified as a technology critical to the success of the ASCI Program. The goals of the Grid Services project has and continues to be to provide easy, consistent access to all the ASCI hardware and software resources across the nuclear weapons complex using computational grid technologies, increase the usability of ASCI hardware and software resources by providing interfaces for resource monitoring, job submission, job monitoring, and job control, and enable the effective use of high-end computing capability through complex-wide resource scheduling and brokering. In order to increase acceptance of the new technology, the goal included providing these services in both the unclassified as well as the classified user's environment. This paper summarizes the many accomplishments and lessons learned over approximately five years of the ASCI Grid Services Project. It also provides suggestions on how to renew/restart the effort for grid services capability when the situation is right for that need.
I. Introduction
This paper summarizes the many accomplishments and lessons learned over approximately five years of the ASCI Grid Services Project. It also provides suggestions on how to renew/restart the effort for grid services capability when the situation is right for that need.
The ASCI Grid Services (initially called Distributed Resource Management) project was started under DisCom² when distant and distributed computing was identified as a technology critical to the success of the ASCI Program
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. The goals of the Grid Services project has and continues to be to provide easy, consistent access to all the ASCI hardware and software resources across the nuclear weapons complex using computational grid technologies, increase the usability of ASCI hardware and software resources by providing interfaces for resource monitoring, job submission, job monitoring, and job control, and enable the effective use of high-end computing capability through complex-wide resource scheduling and brokering. In order to increase acceptance of the new technology, the goal included providing these services in both the unclassified as well as the classified user's environment.
The Grid Services project has been a very successful project in terms of developing and deploying production quality capability. It successfully deployed the initial capability into the ASCI classified network, providing access to ASCI Red, ASCI Blue Mountain, and most importantly ASCI White. As part of DisCom², the Grid Services project met the ASCI Milepost with "flying colors". The Milepost External Review Panel complimented the team for the work that they had accomplished in providing a Kerberos version of Globus for the larger Grid community. The team has also deployed a Sandia-only unclassified grid that provides access to Janus, CPlant™, CPlant™ CA, and several other resources and planned to add the institutional computers.
The challenge has been, and continues to be, attracting and maintaining a significant number of users.
II. Grid Services Software Architecture and Deployed Configuration
The Grid Services software architecture provides a layered set of services. (See Figure 1) This approach was taken because it addressed the following ASCI/DisCom 2 related challenges:
• the solution must meet or exceed NNSA's security policies;
• any services provided must work side-by-side with the present set of remote computing services; and • the solution must allow local sites to maintain control of their resources.
After a survey of several alternatives that were available at the time, early 1999, the Globus Toolkit 2 was chosen as the layer because it could provide the following basic grid services:
• a job submission protocol independent of the local resource manager;
• a standard output and standard error redirection mechanism;
• job control and status reporting; and • health and status monitoring.
The Grid Services team modified Globus in two critical areas: a) to use NNSA approved Kerberos V5 for authentication between Globus components; and b) to interface with ASCI specific local resource managers. The Grid Services team also deployed a Sandia-Only Unclassified grid that included the following resources: Janus (unclassified ASCI Red), Ross (unclassified CPlant), Tesla (corporate SGI), phobos (viz cluster), and several machines on the Science and Engineering LAN (electron, maverick, rogue, and the SGI cluster). Because Janus is on the HPC LAN, which is a part of the SON, and the remainder of the resources is on the SRN, two Grid servers and LDAPs were deployed for this Grid.
III. Deployed Capabilities
By March 2001, for the DisCom 2 Milepost, the following capabilities were deployed to the ASCI Tri-lab classified high performance computing environment:
1. Desktop tools that allow users to submit, monitor, and control jobs on both local and remote resources without a single remote login. 2. Workflow management that supports serial job dependencies, file staging, and standard output and standard error redirection. 3. Brokering and resource discovery that locates hardware and software resources on behalf of the user and selects the "best" available resource. 4. Job submission protocols independent of the resource's local scheduler. 5. Web-based monitoring that allows users to access resource and job status from all three nuclear weapons laboratories from a single web page.
The goal was to enhance this initial set of grid services, which were usable, into a set of services that users would find indispensable. Figure 3 illustrates the Production Wizard, the initial desktop tool for submitting, monitoring and controlling workflow. It required the manual creation of a Gale 3 XML workflow script using a standard text editor. • Develop automated and intelligent job restart mechanisms (only preliminary prototypes were developed).
• Grid-enable non-compute resources such as: archival storage, data services, and visualization (used to access HPSS, sample workflows to use Ensight and Server of Servers) • Coordinate the use of multiple resources (some research and development, never deployed) 2. On SRN, click on "Grid Services" in the "P Pi ic ck k a an n E En ng gi in ne ee er ri in ng g R Re es so ou ur rc ce e" " pull-down menu. 3. On SCN, click on "Grid Services" under E En ng gi in ne ee er ri in ng g T To oo ol ls s. 5. P Pe er rs si is st te en nt t workflow management that can resume running workflows when systems fail. Existing features are still supported, such as serial job dependencies, file staging, and standard output and standard error redirection. Web-based monitoring of workflow status. (See Figures 10, 11 , and 12) 6. Zephyr/Cyclone -a fault-tolerant file transfer capability. 
IV. Other Accomplishments

A. Grid Community Participation
Until October 2002, Grid Services team members took an active role in first the Grid Forum and then the Global Grid Forum. In early 2001, the Grid Forum merged with eGrid (European Grid Forum) and the Asia-Pacific Grid Forum to create the Global Grid Forum. They attended and participated in all the Grid Forum meetings, 1 -5 and the first 5 Global Grid Forums. They took lead roles in the following Working/Research Groups: Grid Computing Environments, Grid User Services, Dictionary, Grid Information Services, Grid Security, Scheduling and Resource Management and the Steering committee that plans the GGF meetings. They contributed to the development of standards in Grid Security, User Services, and Grid Dictionary.
B. Open Source Distribution
With support from the ASCI NNSA Headquarters to the open source distribution, the code was distributed to Argonne, NASA, and DoD via a Government Use Only license.
C. Platform Contract
As of September 2002, the Grid services software was based on old versions of Globus (v1.3), and LDAP software, and was facing a major funding cut for FY03. While the Globus Toolkit is open source, Platform was advertising that they could provide productionization of the code, custom changes, and maintenance support. It was decided to contract with Platform to provide the necessary security changes to Globus Toolkit Version 2 based on Sandia's original work. The "kerberized" Globus Toolkit Version 2 was to be evaluated, and if warranted, the ASCI grids would be upgrade to the new version. Because of delays in delivery from Platform, several bugs discovered in the delivered product, and subsequent decisions leading to a downsizing of the effort, the Platform software was never deployed.
Platform has given their changes that resulted from this contract back to the Grid community.
D. Grid-Enabled Applications
The Grid Services team has worked with the following ASCI S&CS and CSRF tool development teams to "grid-enable" their tools (provide access to the grid computational resources): Data Services, Simba, SimTracker, Entero (ITS & Xyce), Heidi/Chilespice, 9200's Design Simulators, and Dakota. The Data Services tools, SimTracker, and Heidi/Chilispice use a web-based interface. The Entero partnership was the most successful. Grid-enable Entero was used to support the FY03 ASCI Capabilities Level 1 Milestone. Prototypes were developed for the other projects, but for numerous reasons, many times the application wasn't ready to deploy, production grid-enabled versions were not deployed.
V. We have built it, but they are not coming! Fairly early in the deployment of the Grid Services, the monitoring capability was used and continues to see moderate use by ASCI users, ~1400 hits over the last quarter of FY03. Late FY02, Grid Services developed Cyclone (now Zephyr), a robust file transfer capability that was built on top of the existing Grid Services. Cyclone automatically transfers a directory of large files from White to Sandia's HPSS system, performs checksums to verify the accuracy of the transfers, monitors the transfer, and for files that didn't transfer successfully, retries several times. Cyclone transferred over 175,000 files and 9.5 terabytes of data from White. .The team has worked very hard with individual users and tool developers, but we still don't have users routinely using the Grid to submit their jobs.
VI. Why is it so hard?
The ASCI Tri-lab High Performance Computing environment is a very complex environment. The ASCI Grid is comprised of a few highly unique and temperamental supercomputing platforms, rather than a large number of relatively stable workstations and small clusters. There are no "standards" and very little coordination and cooperation among the three labs with respect to even basic services, e.g. the version of SSH, other software upgrades, configuration of the machines, security mechanisms, queuing systems, I/O, usage policy…. The Globus Toolkit was able to abstract some of the heterogeneity of the environment, but not enough for the Tri-lab environment. The goal of "write once; run anywhere" was never completely achieved.
This point is important enough to bear repeating: building grid systems on top of heterogeneous and un-standardized platform environments is very difficult. Differences in versions of core software such as SSH, Kerberos, and PFTP, as well as system configurations (location of home directories, cross-mounting policies, file storage access restrictions, etc), pose too much complexity to reasonably handle in a grid abstraction layer. By itself, Globus does not provide enough uniformity among systems to provide a solid standard base to build upon. A "Grid COE" for scientific computing standard across the Tri-lab could have provided this necessary base. For example, the ATLAS 10 grid project requires all systems to install a package called VDT (Virtual Data Toolkit)
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, which includes a standard set of tools that their grid software can depend on.
ASCI size problems --basically the size and number of the files and the length of the calculations cause problems. The team has found bugs in basic services such as PFTP and checksum.
The Grid Services team developed the concept of a workflow, a linear sequence of job steps. This current capability doesn't fit the needs of our potential users -basically it is not at the appropriate level of granularity and it doesn't provide enough control. Additionally, the workflow is very different from the current way staff interfaces with the platforms, i.e. command line. It appears that it was too big a step.
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Advertising the Grid Services has been left to the team because there has been no central customer service to help users and suggest using the Grid.
12 For individual platforms and some specific codes, there are efforts to help users. But, to date, these efforts have not included the Grid Services as a way of submitting jobs.
The intended "user" has been a moving target. Most recently, the DART (Design thru Analysis) Team has been trying to represent the user community. Defining what would make users more productive is difficult for both users and developers to determine. As we have worked with individual users, they have expected us to be experts in everything -not just accessing the platforms, but every aspect of the platform as well as experts in the particular capability code. The Grid developers have to reverse-engineer scripts to understand how a user is running a code to understand how to develop a workflow. Recently, a user wanted a team member to port their code to a new platform and get it running for them. Additionally, many users are willing to spend the time to learn how to run on a new platform. These users are also willing to share their "point solution" with others, thus propagating an inefficient process that generates more undocumented, unsupported, unadvertised code, and removes yet another opportunity for the benefits of Grid Services to be realized.
What is the appropriate user interface? The initial Production Wizard was dismissed because "users" would have to develop a Gale XML script. Many believed that a GUI that would create the script for the user had to be the only interface. This development effort was costly and never used because of its lack of flexibility. It became apparent that there was no "one size fits all" interface solution; some analysts are very familiar with the Unix command-line environment and are unwilling to sacrifice control for a GUI, while others would actually prefer a graphical interface. Finding a happy medium between the two extremes is a difficult challenge for new software products in the scientific world. With a customer base that spans a large range of interest and willingness to learn to run on the new machines, interface solutions must support both the "old-school" and newer computing paradigms, be easy-touse, and provide a lot of customization, tuning, and integration with existing solutions. In addition, users tend to become comfortable using a particular set of tools, and in order to switch to something new the perceived benefits must outweigh the perceived costs. The uncertainty of dealing with new grid technologies, which might abstract away important details, is a large perceived cost for users. An extra layer of software also adds more failure modes and presents a new set of debugging challenges when something goes wrong.
Working in the Tri-lab environment has been difficult. LLNL never believed in the Grid vision Initially, they didn't need to believe because White was not a remote resource. LANL's support was concentrated in a single advocate, who's funding to support the Grid was eliminated at the beginning of FY03. In FY03, ASCI Headquarters moved the project to On-Going without any funding. The project was able to continue because of the support of Mike Vahle, Mike Sjulin and John Noe.
VII. ASCI Grid Status January 2004
The Grid Service layer (see Figure 1 ) will be decommissioned on Feb.1, 2004. It was determined that the Globus layer should be kept for at least the remainder of FY04. Because of the users, primarily the monitoring and a few tool developers that are dependent on the Grid Services, the team developed the following alternative approaches:
• Monitoring Web site: only removed unsupported information, basically remains unchanged, depends on Globus, GIS services, and the LDAP database.
• Design Simulators: a set of "standardized" shell scripts for specific platforms, Tesla and White that does not use the Grid Services or Globus to submit a job.
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• Heidi/Chilispice: developed a servlet and a set of "standardized" shell scripts for specific platforms, Ross, Tesla, Electron and Maverick that enable remote job submission based on SSH and SCP and that does not use the Grid Services or Globus.
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• Data Services: o Zephyr/Cyclone: rewritten to use only the existing SSH and PFTP tools; does not depend on Grid Services or Globus.
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o Job submission: developed a simplified job submission tool that depends only on Globus and not Grid Services.
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VIII. Recommendations
The number one recommendation is to build a coalition of platform, queue, and code experts that works closely with the users to develop a consistent, easy access to job submission solution. It takes the knowledge and cooperation of all three groups to understand the requirements and develop an accepted solution.
Therefore, the second recommendation is: in order to develop an accepted user interface, one needs to start simple, close to what the user is doing today, e.g. command-line. The interface must provide control and more importantly detailed information about status and what went wrong. Instead of replacing the existing use paradigms, grid tools must first integrate with them and augment them in easily identifiable ways. For example, instead of providing a web page GUI for file transfers, perhaps provide simple command-line tools that look and feel like the ones in use (SCP, PFTP). To support the workflow concept, instead of introducing a new XML-based language for flow description, perhaps provide grid command-line utilities which can be used in scripting languages the users already know such as perl, shell, or python. A key point is to keep the gap between new grid software and existing techniques small each time new tools and functionality are introduced, and work towards more advanced grid visions in baby steps instead of giant ones.
Continue to work with other tool developers, such as ASCI PSE and CSRF that are developing customized tools and GUIs. Provide simple, reliable and robust grid utilities that these developers can easily incorporate into their software.
Promote a COE for scientific computing to standardize on core software such as SSH, Kerberos, and PFTP, as well as system and desktop configurations.
Finally, given human nature and the resistance to change, there will be the need to use "carrots" or "sticks", e.g. Advanced Deployment funds to encourage users to use the Grid technology or a policy that would force Grid technology to be the only access to certain highly desirable machines, to help users adopt the new technology.
